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Abstract

The advent of vaccines represents one of the most significant advances in medical
history. The protection provided by vaccines has greatly contributed in reducing
the number of cases of infections and most notably to the eradication of small
pox. A large number of new technologies and approaches in vaccine development
are currently being investigated with the goal of providing the basis for the next gen-
eration of prophylactics against an ever-expanding list of emerging and reemerging
pathogens. In this chapter, we will focus on the role of lipids and lipid self-assembling
vesicles in new and promising vaccination approaches. We will start by describing
how lipids can induce activation of the innate immune system and focus on some
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lipid-derived vaccine adjuvants. Next, we will review current lipid-based self-
assembling particles used as vaccine platforms, specifically liposomes and virus-like
particles, and how virus-like particles have facilitated research of highly pathogenic
viruses such as Ebola.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increase in life expectancy in the last century can arguably be

linked to the prevention and treatment of infections [1]. In this regard,

together with antibiotics, vaccines have played a fundamental role in

decreasing morbidity and mortality in the human population. In the last

few decades, vaccines have contributed to the abatement and eradication

of many diseases (Table 1). One notable success is in the eradication of small

pox in 1977 and in the significant reduction of cases of poliomyelitis globally

from more than 350,000 cases per year in the late 1980s to just 37 cases in

Table 1 Impact of Vaccination
Disease Region # of Cases (Year) # of Cases (2016) % of Reduction

Small pox Europe n.d. 0 100a

Global 1,500,000a (1967) 0 100

Diphtheria Europe 618 (1980) 47 92.4

Global 97,511 (1980) 7097 92.7

Pertussis Europe 90,546 (1980) 54,028 40.3

Global 1,982,355 (1980) 139,535 93

Tetanus Europe 1715 (1980) 124 92.8

Global 114,251 (1980) 13,502 88.2

Poliomyelitis Europe n.d. 0 100a

Global 350,000a (1988) 37 99.9a

Measles Europe 851,849 (1980) 4175 99.5

Global 4,211,431 (1980) 186,605 99.9

Rubella Europe 621,039 (2000) 359 99.9

Global 670,894 (2000) 22,361 96.7

aEstimated values.
n.d., not available data.
Data obtained from WHO.
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2016 (Table 1). Moreover, immunization programs that target a group of

just 10 vaccine-preventable diseases in low- and middle-income countries

have saved over $350 billion in direct costs and probably more in indirect

costs, highlighting the economic contribution of public health initiatives

[2]. These, among many other results, exemplify the past successes and con-

tributions of vaccines. Nonetheless, vaccines will also revolutionize the

future of public health because the number of vaccinable illnesses (including

cancer) and the age groups that can benefit from them is expected to grow

tremendously [3]. Proof of their promising future is that several initiatives,

including the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, have been stimulating the

research and applicability of vaccines to better capture the full potential of

what they may deliver.

The objective of a vaccine is to establish immunological memory by edu-

cating the adaptive immune system to respond to and infection and prevent.

However, new approaches are also investigating the possibility of using vac-

cines as therapeutics against certain diseases such as cancer. Vaccines are

composed of an antigen and, in most cases, an adjuvant [4]. Antigens are

the components derived from the pathogen (or disease) to be prevented

or treated, which are recognized by the immune system for the production

of specific antibodies. Adjuvants are included (when needed) to increase and

modulate the production of antibodies. More precisely, according to the

European Medicines Agency, an adjuvant is a component that potentiates the

immune responses to antigen and/or modulates it toward the desired immune

response. Finally, in some cases, effective delivery of the antigen and the adju-

vant requires the addition of a vehicle or a vector. It is worth mentioning

that the efficiency of a vaccine cannot be estimated by the knowledge accu-

mulated studying each of its components (antigen, vehicle, and adjuvant)

separately. Therefore, individual characterization of every vaccine formula-

tion is required.

Toward the development of new and better vaccines, biomembranes and

lipids play a fundamental role. Not only are they excellent platforms for the

delivery of the antigen into the target cell or its proper presentation to the

immune system (vehicle/vector) but also have been shown to be excellent

adjuvants. However, the role of lipids in the immune response has histori-

cally been ignored or, at its best, relegated to a second level when compared

to the importance given to proteins and nucleic acids. Nonetheless, advances

in immunology and vaccinology are demonstrating that not only lipids are as

potent as proteins and nucleic acids in mounting an immune response, but

they also have the ability to modulate the response triggered by the antigen.
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This modulation of the immune system can be driven actively, by stimula-

tion of cellular receptors from the innate immune system [5], or passively by

influencing on how the stimuli are presented to the immune cells.

Direct activation of the innate immune system not only elicits a cellular

antiviral response, but it also participates in maturation and trafficking of

dendritic cells (DCs), T cell cross-priming, and stimulation of humoral

immunity or isotype switching [6]. These are all characteristics that are

highly desirable in a vaccine adjuvant and thus interferon (IFN) and other

cytokine products of the activation of the innate immune system and

IFN-inducing molecules, including lipid and lipid derivatives, have been

extensively explored as vaccine adjuvants [7–9]. Proof of the potency of

lipids as stimulants of the immune system is the septic shock caused by

the hyperactivation of the immune system when bacteria Lipid A (TLR4

agonist, see below) is released into the bloodstream.

In this chapter, we explore how lipids stimulate the immune system and

how this knowledge is leading to a new line of vaccines and vaccine adju-

vants. We will start by describing the innate immune response to lipids,

focusing on the activation and signaling of the TLR4, a cell membrane-

bound receptor of immunostimulatory lipids. Next, we will introduce

the role of lipids and lipid derivatives as vaccine adjuvants. Finally, we will

explore different types of lipid-based vesicles, particularly liposomes and

virus-like particles (VLPs) as vaccine vectors.

2. IMMUNE RESPONSE TO LIPIDS

2.1 Innate Immune Response to Lipids
Innate cellular immunity is by definition the cellular response that occurs

immediately after an infection occurs. Innate immunity, in contrast to adaptive

immunity, elicits nonspecific responses to any pathogen and is not influenced

by prior contact with the infectious agent. The primary component of such a

broad-spectrum reactive system is in the identification of the stimuli that

triggers the response, in this case, the pathogens invading the cell. The iden-

tification of pathogens relies on specialized cellular receptors. The variability

of infectious agents that can potentially infect a cell is enormous. Further-

more, some of these pathogens are, mostly due to their genomic nature

(RNA) and elevated replication rates, fast-evolving organisms capable of

changing during the lifetime of any individual, thus expanding the variability

of the stimuli. In this scenario, how can cells encode receptors to detect all

these pathogens?
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The innate immune system relies on the identification of molecular

patterns associated with infectious agents rather than in the identification

of each pathogen individually. These patterns (known as pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)) are commonly found in microbes

but absent in the host organisms and consequently can be recognized as

foreign entities against which the cell must react. This method of not-self-

recognition allows the identification of many pathogens using a relatively

small repertoire of receptors; however, its specificity toward an individual

pathogen is poor. The receptors charged with this fundamental task are

called pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). There are several classes of

PRRs: Toll-like receptors (TLRs), C-type lectin receptors (CTLRs),

NOD-like receptors (NLRs), or RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) among

others. The activation of each one depends not only on the type of stimulus

but also on its location within the cell. For instance, extracellular bacteria

will activate receptors on the plasma membrane, while intracellular repli-

cating viruses will, most likely, activate soluble receptors in the cytosol. As

a matter of fact, in most cases, pathogens can activate several PRRs at the

same time. The combined information obtained from the activation of

multiple PRRs is what helps the immune system to compensate for the

poor specificity of PPRs and tailor its response to the type of pathogen

invading the cell.

Table 2 summarizes the localization of each human TLR family member

(Data source UniProt [10]), the stimuli engaging the receptor, and its sub-

cellular location.

A quick look at the TLR family in humans reveals the breadth of stimuli

that activate the innate immune system but also the importance of lipids or

lipid derivatives as immunostimulants. Precisely, TLR2 and TLR4 are stim-

ulated with glycolipids, while TLR1 and TLR6 are activated upon interac-

tion with lipoproteins. In the next section, we will explore the peculiarities

of TLR4 activation and signaling as an example of a lipid-activated PRR.

2.2 Lipid-Stimulated PRRs (TLR4)
Lipopolysaccharide or LPS is the principal component of the cell wall of

Gram-negative bacteria (such as Escherichia coli) (approximately, there are

106 Lipid A residues and 107 glycerophospholipids in a single E. coli cell

[11]). Structurally, LPS can be divided into three parts (Fig. 1) [12]:

I. The O-antigen. The O-antigen or O-polysaccharide constitutes the

outermost region of the LPS. It is the largest and most variable domain
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and is comprised of a repetitive glycan chain. The O-antigen can be

recognized by the adaptive immune system and antibodies can be gen-

erated against it. However, due to the variability of this domain, the

antibodies raised against the O-antigen will be species specific and at

times strain specific.

II. The core oligosaccharide. The core oligosaccharide links the O-antigen

with the hydrophobic section of the LPS, the Lipid A. It is constituted by

two parts. The outer core (also known as O-core), composed of hexose

residues (in most cases D-glucose, D-mannose, or D-galactose) linked

to the inner core constituted by oligosaccharides, usually heptose (Hep)

and 3-deoxy-D-manno-oct-2-ulosonic acid (Kdo).

III. Lipid A. Lipid A is the lipid-like domain of the LPS and the actual

PAMP recognized by TLR4. It is composed of two phosphorylated

glucosamides acylated by six lipid chains of variable length (Fig. 1).

Table 2 The Human TLR Family
Receptor Ligand/s Location

TLR1 Multiple triacyl lipopeptides Cell surface

TLR2 Multiple glycolipids Cell surface

Multiple lipoproteins

Zymosan (β-glucan)

TLR3 Double-stranded RNA, poly I:C Endosome

TLR4 Lipopolysaccharide Cell surface

Endosome

TLR5 Bacterial flagellin Cell surface

TLR6 Multiple diacyl lipopeptides Cell surface

TLR7 Imidazoquinoline Endosome

Loxoribine (a guanosine analog) Lysosome

Single-stranded RNA Phagosome

TLR8 Single-stranded viral RNA Endosome

Phagocytized bacterial RNA

TLR9 Unmethylated CpG

oligodeoxynucleotide DNA

Endosome

Lysosome

TLR10 Unknown Cell surface
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As we just mentioned, TLRs are engaged in a wide variety of stimuli,

including lipids and lipoproteins (Table 2). Particularly, TLR4 is activated

by bacterial LPS (Fig. 1). TLR4 has a modular structure composed of an

extracellular sensing domain and an intracellular signaling domain con-

nected through a single transmembrane segment that anchors the protein

into the endosome or the plasma membrane (Fig. 2). In the cytosolic side,

responsible for the signaling cascade initiation, there is a Toll/IL-1 receptor

(TIR) domain [13]. The extracellular domain, responsible for the sensing of

the ligand, belongs to the leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) family. LRRs are

20–29-residue sequence repeats present in a variety of proteins with diverse

functions involved in protein interactions including protein–protein

′ ′
″ ″

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of E. coli LPS. The outer core, inner core, and Lipid A sec-
tions of the LPS molecule are highlighted with light red, light brown, and yellow, respec-
tively. Heptose (Hep), 3-deoxy-D-manno-oct-2-ulosonic acid (Kdo). The acyl chains of
Lipid A have been labeled (R2, R3, R20, R30, R200, and R300) according to the literature.
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interactions and protein–ligand interactions [14]. Currently, we have a deep
knowledge of the structural details of the TLR4 activation (Fig. 3). In fact,

several structures of the TLR4/Adaptor/LPS complex and the TIR domain

have been resolved separately (e.g., PDB codes: 3FXI [15] and 5UZB [16],

respectively). Furthermore, the structure of the TLR4 transmembrane

domain was recently solved by nuclear magnetic resonance (PDB code:

5NAM [17]) completing the atomistic modular description of the entire

receptor.

Fig. 2 TLR schematic representation. Schematic representation of a TLR. The position of
the leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) and the Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) domains are indicated. Ct,
carboxy terminus; Nt, amino terminus.

Fig. 3 TLR4/MD-2/LPS complex. Schematic representation of the TLR4/MD-2/LPS dimer
complex structure. Note that only the outer TIR domain is represented. The TLR4 is
depicted in blue, the MD-2 in green, and the LPS in red. For simplicity reasons, only
one molecule of LPS is depicted.
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The recognition process of the Lipid A starts with the LPS extraction

from the bacterial membrane by two accessory proteins, LPS-binding pro-

tein and CD14 [18]. Next, the actual binding of Lipid A to TLR4 occurs, a

process that requires the adapter protein MD-2 (also known as lymphocyte

antigen 96) [19]. In fact, it is thought that it is theMD-2 protein that directly

recognizes and binds the lipophilic part of the LPS. MD-2 has a β-cup fold

structure composed of two antiparallel β sheets that form a hydrophobic

pocket where the LPS is bound, mainly, through hydrophobic interactions

(Fig. 3). Binding of LPS to MD-2 drives the formation of a dimeric symmet-

rical complex LPS/MD-2/TLR4 with a 2:2:2 stoichiometry. This ligand-

dependent dimerization initiates the intracellular signal cascade and eventually

triggers the cellular response.

Binding of the LPS to the TLR4 does not disturb the structural shape of

the receptor as it retains its characteristic horseshoe shape [20] (Fig. 3). The

interactions sustaining the dimer are both hydrophobic and hydrophilic in

nature.While most (all but one) hydrocarbon chains of Lipid A are buried in

the hydrophobic pocket of MD-2, the R2 acyl chain is exposed and left to

interact with one of the TLR4monomers. Furthermore, the two phosphate

groups of Lipid A interact with polar residues in MD-2 and both copies of

TLR4. These hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions together with the

hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions betweenMD-2 and TLR4 constitute

the core of the dimerization interface. For a complete description of the

Lipid A/MD-2/TLR4 interactions, visit Refs. [15,21].

2.3 TLR4 Signaling
Binding of Lipid A triggers the dimerization of TLR4 and the activation of a

signaling cascade that ends in the generation of an appropriated cellular

response. Two main pathways, depending on the selective use of different

adaptor combinations [22,23], can be triggered after TLR4 activation: the

TLR4/MyD88/NF-κB and the TLR4/TRIF/IRF3 pathways (Fig. 4).

The myeloid differentiation primary response protein MyD88 (MyD88)

pathway starts from the TLR4 complex located on the plasma membrane,

while TRIF/IRF3 cascade begins after complex internalization into endo-

somes. Thus, it is the membrane location of the adaptors which in turn

defines the activated pathway. The localization signaling response adds a

new level of complexity to the system and increases the specificity of the

response, facilitating the mounting of a specific response to the invading

pathogen.
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In the MyD88 pathway, the Toll/Interleukin-1 Receptor domain-

containing Adapter Protein (TIRAP) adaptor binds the TLR4–TLR4

dimer through the TIR domains (Figs. 2 and 4). Localization of the TIRAP

to the plasma membrane is mediated by a phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

bisphosphate-binding domain at the amino terminus of the protein before

the TIR domain [24]. The TIRAP/TLR4 complex is then recognized by

MyD88 and subsequently by the interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinases

2 and 4 (IRAK2 and IRAK4) (Fig. 4). Next, TNF receptor-associated factor

6 (TRAF6) is recruited and induces the activation of inhibitor of nuclear

factor kappa-B kinase (IKK) and transforming growth factor-β-activated

Fig. 4 TLR4 signaling pathway. Once TLR4 is activated, it dimerizes and triggers a sig-
naling cascade through a membrane adaptor. Localization of this adaptor is key in the
cellular response to the stimulus. Both TIRAP/NF-κB (left) and TRAM/IRF3 (right) path-
ways are depicted. The plasma and the endosomal membranes are represented in light
blue and green, respectively.
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kinase 1 (TAK1) [25] and the release of NF-κB. TAK1 will activate various
mitogen-activated protein kinases, and together with NF-κB, they induce

the production of proinflammatory cytokines [26] (Fig. 4).

In the TLR4/TRIF/IRF3 pathway, the first adaptor molecule in the

signaling cascade is known as TRIF-related adaptor molecule (TRAM)

[27]. TRAM is cotranslationally modified by the addition of a myristoyl

group. This fatty acyl chain facilitates the localization of the otherwise sol-

uble protein to the endosomal membrane where its association is further

stabilized by electrostatic interactions with phospholipids. Once TRAM

is bound to TLR4, it is capable of recruiting TRIF which, through a phos-

phorylation cascade, will activate the interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3)

[28]. Then, phosphorylated IRF3 dimerizes and translocates to the nucleus

to initiate the transcription of type I interferon [29] (Fig. 4).

3. LIPIDS, LIPID DERIVATIVES, AND LIPID MIMETICS AS
VACCINE ADJUVANTS

Adjuvants (from the Latin adjuvare—to help) are by definition sub-

stances incorporated into the vaccine to enhance the immune response

toward the antigen. On their own, they are capable of stimulating the

immune system (triggering the production of cytokines) but are unable to

provide a long-lasting protection against any pathogen. Adjuvants have been

deliberately added to vaccines since the 1920s when alum (aluminum salt)

was accidentally identified to increase antibody responses and vaccine effi-

ciency. Since then, much has been discovered about how these adjuvants

activate innate immune responses in both nonimmune and immune cells.

Adjuvant activation of DCs is particularly relevant, as this leads to enhance

antigen uptake, migration to lymph nodes, and priming of T and B cells and

thus to increased vaccine efficiency.

Interest in vaccine adjuvants has recently increased significantly for sev-

eral reasons. Public health authorities together with vaccine manufacturers

have established ambitious goals for enhancing present vaccines, which by

definition is the primary function of adjuvants. The incorporation of an

adjuvant to a vaccine preparation not only enhances its potency but might

also reduce the necessary dose, increase the breadth of the antibody response,

and reduce the production time and cost. Additionally, many new vaccine

candidates are currently being investigated. In many cases, in these new vac-

cines, the antigen is not sufficiently immunogenic and could benefit from

the supplementation with an adjuvant to produce an efficacious vaccine.
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Collectively, new adjuvants could improve existing vaccines and boost the

generation of new vaccines.

Despite the enormous efforts on adjuvant development, there are only a

handful of approved adjuvants. Table 3 summarizes the approved adjuvants

in the United States. Strikingly, most of the approved adjuvants are either

TLR4 agonists or oil-in-water emulsions, in other words, lipid-based adju-

vants. Furthermore, many of the adjuvants under investigation are either

lipid derivatives or lipid mimetics that can be easily engineered into lipid-

based vaccines. In the next section, we will focus on TLR4 adjuvants as

examples of lipid-based adjuvants.

3.1 TLR4-Directed Vaccine Adjuvants Beyond Lipid A
The inherent toxicity of LPS, as well as its Lipid A subunit (associated with its

high potency stimulating the immune system), poses a safety risk when con-

sidering it for use as a vaccine adjuvant. However, the chemical complexity

of LPS suggested that modifications might be made in order to “detoxify”

the compound. In other words, a desirable TLR4 adjuvant should robustly

activate the innate immune system to drive a diverse cellular and humoral

response against a given pathogen without being too reactogenic or causing

systemic side effects.

Mutant strains of bacteria with deficiencies at various steps of LPS syn-

thesis were isolated and ultimately the LPS assembly pathway (Raetz path-

way) was defined, initially in E. coli; however, a similar synthetic pathway

exists in other Gram-negative bacteria [30]. These bacterial mutants served

as important reagents that were enriched for various Lipid A and LPS

Table 3 FDA-Approved Adjuvants
Adjuvant (Components) Vaccine

Aluminum salts DTaP, HBV,

pneumococcal, and more

AS04a (Alum+MPL) HPV (Cervarixa)

AS03a (α-tocopherol, squalene, and polysorbate 80

in an oil-in-water emulsion oil in water emulsion)

Influenza H5N1

MF59b (squalene in an oil-in-water emulsion oil in

water emulsion)

Trivalent influenza

vaccine

aCervarix, AS03, and AS04 are manufactured by GlaxoSmithKline.
bMF50 is manufactured by Novartis.
US Food and Drug Administration (http://www.fda.gov).
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precursors. Later, scientists began working with mutant bacteria from a vari-

ety of species including Bordetella pertussis in order to optimize immunoge-

nicity and minimize reactogenicity of whole-cell vaccines adjuvanted with

an endogenous Lipid A derivative [31]. Chemical modification of LPS

extracts in the 1970s began generating new species of Lipid A molecules

[30]. Since researchers found that different Lipid A variants had varying

degrees of potency and endotoxicity, academic labs and pharmaceutical

companies have pursued detoxified Lipid A molecules as adjuvants for viral

and bacterial vaccines. Eventually, it was recognized that TLR4 was the

receptor for LPS and Lipid A derivatives and that differential TLR4/

MD-2 signaling via either the TRIF or MyD88 adaptor proteins generated

phenotypically different responses to various TLR4 ligands in a species-

specific manner. In addition to LPS derivatives, small molecule agonists

of TLR4 are under development as vaccine adjuvants [7]. Over the past

10 years, novel purification schemes and synthetic strategies have prolifer-

ated in search of Lipid A-derived and nonlipid small molecule TLR4-

directed adjuvants to usher in a new era of chemically well-defined, subunit

vaccines. These novel adjuvants are needed to address challenging pathogens

such as HIV, pandemic influenza viruses, malaria, dengue, and emerging

viral pathogens like the Zika virus where robust humoral and cellular immu-

nity is required to protect the host.

3.2 Lipid A Derivatives as Vaccine Adjuvants
Monophosphoryl Lipid A (MPLA) is a heterogeneous mixture of chemically

modified Lipid A molecules derived from the LPS of Salmonella minnesota

Re595 [32]. Clinical gradeMPLA, termedMPL adjuvant, was FDA approved

for use in humans as a component of AS04 (Adjuvant System 04) (Table 3), a

combination of MPL and alum, to adjuvant the Cervarix vaccine against

human papilloma virus strains 16 and 18 to combat cervical cancer and other

cancers [33,34]. AS04 is also licensed for use in Europe as a component of the

hepatitis B virus vaccine, Fendrix [35]. As such, theMPL adjuvant was the first

FDA approved vaccine adjuvant since 1930when aluminum salts become part

of vaccine preparation.While MPLA is both safe and efficacious in humans in

two distinct viral vaccine formulations, the heterogeneous composition is sub-

optimal. MPLA is a mixture of tetra-, penta-, and hexa-acylated Lipid

A molecules with a single 40 phosphoryl group and no polysaccharide moiety,

and it is generated by chemical or enzymatic hydrolysis of purified LPS [30,32].

On human TLR4, the hexa-acylated Lipid A derivatives tend to be the most
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potent agonists [30,36], while the tetra-acylated Lipid A component ofMPLA

has been shown to have humanTLR4 antagonist activity [11,15,37]. Notably,

the 40 monophosphate of Lipid A is retained for MPLA activity; however,

removal of the other phosphate groups from Lipid A is necessary to obtain

MPLAs favorable safety profile compared to LPS [38].

A better understanding of TLR4 signaling has led to a proliferation of

rationally designed TLR4 agonists. In 1998, TLR4 was identified as the

receptor for LPS [39], and it was subsequently demonstrated that TLR4

could signal through both TRIF and MyD88 as discussed elsewhere in

greater detail (see Fig. 4 for a schematic representation of the TLR4 signaling

pathway). The recognition that MPLA signals primarily through the TRIF

adaptor protein spurred the development of TRIF-selective ligands as vac-

cine adjuvants [39,40]. In parallel, activation of MyD88 stimulates transcrip-

tion factor NF-κB and mitogen-activated protein kinases to induce

primarily inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNFα [41]. Activation

of TRIF leads to the downstream activation of NF-κB and IRF3, via unique

intracellular signaling relative toMyD88, and induces both type I interferons

in addition to inflammatory cytokines [41]. Therefore, the endotoxicity of

LPS is dependent upon proinflammatory cytokine activation via MyD88,

and mice deficient in MyD88 are resistant to LPS-induced septic shock

[42]. In contrast, the induction of type I interferons by TRIF signaling is

responsible for the favorable adjuvant qualities of Lipid A including the

induction of a Th1-type immune response observed with MPLA [38,40].

With this understanding, several TLR4/MD-2 complex ligands have

been rationally designed as viral and bacterial vaccine adjuvants. Some

noteworthy preclinical and clinical synthetic Lipid A analogs include

glucopyranosyl lipid adjuvant (GLA) [43], aminoalkyl glucosaminide

4-phosphates (AGPs) [44], and E6020, which has no disaccharide backbone

[45]. Structure–activity relationship studies with AGPs demonstrated that a

relatively small stereochemical change in Lipid A structure, affecting how

charged groups on the hydrophilic portion of Lipid A interact with TLR4/

MD-2, may substantially affect downstreamMyD88, while TRIF signaling

is minimally affected [46]. The ability for medicinal chemists to modulate

MyD88 and TRIF signaling is a tremendous opportunity to optimize

TLR4-directed adjuvants. GLA has advanced to clinical trial and demon-

strated both safety and immunogenicity for a fully synthetic Lipid A analog

in humans [47]. Given regulatory and safety concerns, wholly synthetic

molecules with well-defined mechanisms of action may represent the

future of TLR4-based adjuvants coming into clinical use.
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3.3 Small Molecule TLR4 Adjuvants
While Lipid A derivatives, namelyMPLA, have already enjoyed clinical suc-

cess as vaccine adjuvants, the complexity of the molecules makes purifica-

tion, chemical modification, and vaccine formulation challenging. Likely

the result of the complexity of interactions between LPS and the TLR4 sig-

naling apparatus [15], relatively few families of small molecule TLR4 ago-

nists have been reported to date. High-throughput screens have been

successful in producing candidates for vaccine adjuvants including distinct,

nonlipid chemical entities such as substituted pyramid[5,4-b]indole deriva-

tives [48,49], and α-aminoacyl amides synthesized via the Ugi reaction [50],

and small molecule TLR4 ligands have demonstrated preclinical potential as

vaccine adjuvants with potent immunostimulatory potential with limited

reactogenicity in mouse [7].

Small molecules have an advantage over purified LPS derivatives such as

MPLA in that they are a single, defined chemical species; however, research

into small molecule TLR4 agonists is in its infancy, and it is as yet unclear

whether these compounds will have any clinical impact.

3.4 Challenges With Animal Models for TLR4
Adjuvant Development

While the structural complexity of Lipid A provides scientists with ample

opportunity for genetic and chemical modification to optimize adjuvancy

over toxicity, the interactions between TLR4 agonists and the TLR4/

MD-2 signaling apparatus are not straightforward and present unique chal-

lenges and opportunities in preclinical animal models. In vitro culture sys-

tems play an essential role in evaluating the potency or cytokine profile of a

particular adjuvant, while animal models are needed to evaluate preclinical

safety and efficacy. Not only is an intact immune system necessary to fully

evaluate the protective efficacy of an adjuvanted vaccine, but the expression

of TLR4 ligands is variable between different tissues and animals [51].

TLR4 ligands exhibit species-specific phenotypic variability in regard to

their adjuvant and toxicity profiles [21]. In fact, a Lipid A precursor, tetra-

acylated lipid IVa, has been shown to be an agonist in murine cells but to

antagonize human TLR4 [52]. Potent human TLR4 agonists, namely the

Ugi compounds, have been described that have little or no activity in the

range of preclinical models including mouse, rat, rabbit, ferret, and cotton

rat cells [50]. Species-specific structural differences between the human and

mouse TLR4/MD-2 complex have been identified which affect how the
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receptor interacts with a given ligand [21]. Lipid IVa binds the murine

TLR4/MD-2 receptor in a very similar pattern to LPS; however, when lipid

IVa, an antagonist to human TLR4, was crystallized with human TLR4/

MD-2, it bounds in a different conformational pattern when compared to

LPS [21].

A number of strategies have been developed in order to circumvent this

problem. Most simply, one may just screen for molecules that are active in

both human and murine cells. Chemical, genetic, or enzymatic modifica-

tions of candidate compounds or Lipid A preparations may be employed

to develop adjuvant candidates that signal more promiscuously. New animal

models are being developed that more closely resemble human TLR4 sig-

naling including a transgenic mouse model expressing human TLR4/MD-2

in mice deficient in murine TLR4/MD-2, which effectively reconstitutes

LPS signaling [53]. Computational modeling to define the structural and

chemical determinants of ligand–receptor interaction may also help to over-

come the species barrier by driving rationally designed agonists active across

a range of species [54].

4. LIPID-BASED SELF-ASSEMBLING VESICLE AS VACCINE
PLATFORMS

4.1 Lipid-Based Nanovesicles as Vaccine Platforms
In the last few years, we have seen a large increase in the potential applica-

tions of nanoparticles for medical purposes. In fact, it is thought that the

applications of nanotechnology will revolutionize the drug delivery meth-

odologies in the not too distant future [55]. Vaccinology is not an exception

and nanoparticles are expected to have an enormous impact on future vac-

cine development. Among all different types of nanoparticles, including

inorganic nanoparticles [56], polymeric nanoparticles [57], carbon nan-

otubes [58], and nanogels [59], lipid-based nanoparticles (LBNs) have been

the most extensively used. This preference for lipid-derived vesicles

responds not only to their high delivery efficiency but also to their capacity

for delivering a large variety of cargoes and their adaptability to the require-

ments of the specific treatment.

In the next section, we will focus on liposomes since they are the best

known andmost used self-assembling LBNs. Nonetheless, there are multiple

variations of classic liposomes and some nonliposomal LBNs that are being

investigated preclinically or in earlier phases of the development process.
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The best-known LBNs are summarized in Table 4; for an excellent and

updated review of the properties, applications, and formulation of these

advance technologies, see Ref. [60].

4.2 Liposomes as Vaccine Platforms
Liposomes were first utilized for medical purposes in the 1960s and rapidly

their potential as vaccine delivery vehicles was explored [61,62] together

with their adjuvants properties [63]. Currently (November 2017), there

are 43 clinical trials registered at http://ClinicalTrials.gov (an open service

of the US National Institute of Health, https://clinicaltrials.gov/) with the

search terms Liposome AND Vaccine (Table 5), thus demonstrating the enor-

mous potential of this type of formulation for future vaccine development.

Liposomes are composed predominantly of phospholipids, the most

abundant lipids in biological membranes. Phospholipids are amphiphilic

lipid molecules containing a polar head group made of a phosphate

bound to an additional group (variable in nature). The head of the lipid is

linked through a glycerol group to a hydrophobic tail constituted by two

fatty acid chains. This amphiphilic structure facilitates self-assembly in an

aqueous environment, resulting in vesicles with both a hydrophobic and

a hydrophilic region ideal for the incorporation of different types of antigens.

Table 4 Lipid-Based Nanoparticles Used for Biomedical Applications
System Composition Advantages

Ninosomesa Chol/nonionic

surfactants

Cheaper and more stable than

conventional liposomes

Transferosomesa Phospholipids/surfactants Increased penetrability (highly

deformable)

Etosomesa Phospholipids/alcohols Increased penetrability (highly

deformable)

Sphingosomes Sphingolipids/Chol Increased stability

Ufasomes Fatty acid/surfactant Cheaper, better entrapment

efficiencies, and improved stability

Pharmacosomes Cargo/phospholipids Improved encapsulation of polar cargo

Quatsomes Chol/cationic surfactants Increased stability and homogeneity

Virosomes Phospholipids/viral

envelope proteins

Increased penetrability

aThese formulations are considered variations of classical liposomes.
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Table 5 Liposome-Based Vaccines in Clinical Trials
Code Description

NCT01326546 Therapeutic hepatitis B vaccine (synthesized peptide εPA-44)
joint entecavir in treating chronic hepatitis B patients

NCT01673217 Decitabine, vaccine therapy, and pegylated liposomal doxorubicin

hydrochloride in treating patients with recurrent ovarian epithelial

cancer, fallopian tube cancer, or peritoneal cancer

NCT00197301 Liposomal-based intranasal influenza vaccine: safety and efficacy

NCT01095848 A phase 1 safety study of a cancer vaccine to treat HLA-A2-

positive advanced stage ovarian, breast, and prostate cancer

NCT00876824 To study the effect of single infusions of amphotericin B lipid

preparations in treatment of patients with Kala azar

NCT00922363 Trial on the safety of a new liposomal adjuvant system, CAF01,

when given with the tuberculosis subunit vaccine AG85B-ESAT-6

as two injections with 2 months interval to healthy adult volunteers

NCT00960115 Study of tecemotide (L-BLP25) in participants with stage III

unresectable non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) following

primary chemoradiotherapy

NCT01094548 Study of tecemotide (L-BLP25) in subjects with slowly

progressive multiple myeloma with no symptoms and who have

had no chemotherapy

NCT00409188 Cancer vaccine study for unresectable stage III non-small cell lung

cancer (START)

NCT01556789 Phase 1 study of ONT-10 in patients with solid tumors

NCT01978964 Phase 1b maintenance therapy study of ONT-10 in patients with

solid tumors

NCT00020462 Vaccine therapy plus interleukin-2 in treating patients with stage

III, stage IV, or recurrent follicular lymphoma

NCT00828009 BLP25 liposome vaccine and bevacizumab after chemotherapy

and radiation therapy in treating patients with newly diagnosed

non-small cell lung cancer that cannot be removed by surgery

NCT01015443 Cancer vaccine study for stage III, unresectable, non-small cell

lung cancer (NSCLC) in the Asian population

NCT01976520 Vaccine therapy for treating patients with previously untreated

chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)

NCT00157196 Safety study of tecemotide (L-BLP25) in non-small cell lung

cancer (NSCLC) subjects with unresectable stage III disease
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Table 5 Liposome-Based Vaccines in Clinical Trials—cont’d
Code Description

NCT01052142 Safety study of a liposomal vaccine to treat malignant melanoma

NCT02174978 Clinical trial with controlled human malaria infection to evaluate

the safety and efficacy of the Plasmodium falciparum vaccine

candidate with AS01B adjuvant system in malaria-naı̈ve adults

NCT00915187 Safety and immunogenicity study of intramuscular CCS/C-

adjuvanted influenza vaccine in elderly

NCT00157209 Phase 2b randomized controlled study of tecemotide (L-BLP25)

for immunotherapy of NSCLC (non-small cell lung cancer)

NCT02647489 Safety and immunogenicity of the placental malaria vaccine

candidate PAMVAC variously adjuvanted

NCT02927145 A challenge study to assess the safety, immunogenicity, and

efficacy of a malaria vaccine candidate

NCT00004104 Vaccine therapy plus interleukin-2 with or without interferon

alfa-2b in treating patients with stage III melanoma

NCT00925548 Stride—stimulating immune response in advanced breast cancer

NCT01423760 Common safety follow-up trial of tecemotide (L-BLP25)

NCT00923936 Pilot study of liposomal doxorubicin combined with bevacizumab

followed by bevacizumab monotherapy in adults with advanced

Kaposi’s sarcoma

NCT01006187 Comparison of different methods for reducing pain from influenza

vaccine injections

NCT02508376 Safety, tolerability, and immunogenicity of the vaccine candidates

ID93+AP10-602 and ID93+GLA-SE administered

intramuscularly in healthy adult subjects

NCT00952692 Study to assess DHER2+AS15 cancer vaccine given in

combination with lapatinib to patients with metastatic breast

cancer

NCT01496131 Tecemotide (L-BLP25) in prostate cancer

NCT00093834 Vaccine therapy with or without cyclophosphamide and

doxorubicin in women with stage IV breast cancer

NCT02942277 Safety and immunogenicity of Pfs25M-EPA/AS01 and

Pfs230D1M-EPA/AS01 vaccines, transmission blocking vaccines

against Plasmodium falciparum, at full and fractional dosing in adults

in male

Continued
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While water-soluble proteins would be included in the liposome core or

bound to the polar surface of the vesicles, hydrophobic antigens would

be inserted into the liposome membranes.

One of the main advantages of liposomes is that their physicochemical

properties can be tuned to meet the requirements of the antigen. The char-

acteristics of the head groups are crucial in determining the surface properties

of the vesicles, while fluidity, permeability, and stability depend on the

Table 5 Liposome-Based Vaccines in Clinical Trials—cont’d
Code Description

NCT00052351 Vaccine therapy plus sargramostim and chemotherapy in treating

women with stage II or stage III breast cancer

NCT00001042 Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, clinical trial to

compare the safety and immunogenicity of recombinant envelope

protein rgp120/HIV-1SF2 combined with seven adjuvants

NCT02018458 Safety study of chemotherapy combined with DCs vaccine to treat

breast cancer

NCT00101101 Universal granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor

(GM-CSF)-producing and GM.CD40L for autologous tumor

vaccine in mantle cell lymphoma

NCT00048893 Vaccine and chemotherapy for previously untreated metastatic

breast cancer

NCT02270372 Study of ONT-10 and varlilumab to treat advanced ovarian or

breast cancer

NCT00006184 Chemotherapy, stem cell transplantation and donor and patient

vaccination for treatment of multiple myeloma

NCT00004197 Vaccine therapy plus sargramostim following chemotherapy in

treating patients with previously untreated aggressive non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma

NCT00324831 GM-CSF with or without vaccine therapy after combination

chemotherapy and rituximab as first-line therapy in treating

patients with stage II, stage III, or stage IV diffuse large B-cell

lymphoma

NCT03206671 Treatment protocol of the NHL-BFM and the NOPHO study

groups for mature aggressive B-cell lymphoma and leukemia in

children and adolescents

NCT02107378 Efficacy of DCVAC/OvCa plus standard of care in relapsed

platinum-resistant epithelial ovarian carcinoma
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length and degree of saturation of the acyl chains. All these characteristics

will have a tremendous impact on the delivery of the antigen (e.g., liposomes

containing phosphatidylserine enhance phagocytosis bymacrophages [64,65])

and the type of immune response triggered by the vaccine (e.g., immunization

with small liposomes induces a Th2 response, while large liposomes trig-

ger a Th1 response [66]). There is a vast amount of literature on liposomal-

based vaccines. The references used in this chapter are meant to introduce

the reader to the field and not to serve as a comprehensive list. The

physiochemical properties of liposomal vaccines were recently reviewed

in Bernasconi et al. [67], while liposomal vaccine formulation was summa-

rized by Charlton Hume and Lua [68].

4.3 Liposome Antigens and Adjuvants
There are many types of antigens that have been successfully incorporated

into liposomes. Peptides and proteins are the most common antigens used

for vaccination. Preparations of peptides and liposomes have shown their

efficacy many times and for multiple applications, including protection

against a large variety of pathogens [69,70] and cancer [71]. Furthermore,

peptides delivered via liposome formulations have and are been extensively

used in many immunology studies as stimulants of the humoral response

(e.g., Taenechi and colleges recently demonstrated that liposome-coupled

peptides induce long-lived memory CD8 T cells without CD4 T cells using

liposome-based vaccines [72]).

Proteins (full-length or partial sequences) have also been successfully incor-

porated in liposomal vaccines. In fact, in the earlyworks of liposomal vaccines,

proteins were already used as immunogens [62,63]. Nonetheless, the use of

proteins in liposome-based vaccines is still under investigation and new appli-

cations and formulations are currently being investigated (e.g., in a recent

work, mimetics of the envelope protein ofHIVwere used to accomplish virus

neutralization using a high-density liposomal formulation [73]).

Vaccination using nucleic acids relies on the cellular transcription/

translation machinery to produce the antigen. The delivery of the antigen

via DNA/RNA vaccination is a promising alternative to protein-based vac-

cines, especially to those that are difficult to produce in recombinant form.

Additionally, current nucleic acid synthesis technologies allow tailored, rapid,

and inexpensive production of new antigens. These characteristics would

make the DNA/RNA vaccines ideal in changing scenarios such as the emer-

gence of a new pandemic (e.g., the recent Ebola pandemic) or the constant
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reemergence of a continuously evolving pathogen. However, the immuno-

genicity of naked nucleic acid vaccines is weak and, in most cases, insufficient

for a successful vaccination due to degradation and/or inefficient targeting

to immune cells of the DNA/RNA. Furthermore, delivery of genetic mate-

rial into the cell has to overcome many obstacles (e.g., endosomal escape,

lysosomal degradation, or nuclear uptake). Many of these hurdles could be

overcome using an adequate vector making nucleic acid vaccines a viable

alternative.

Liposomes were shown to be efficient on delivering nucleic acids in vitro

and were used promptly for in vivo vaccination [74]. Nonetheless, the first

formulations of liposomal vaccines, although capable of enhancing the effi-

ciency of nucleic acid vaccines, did not completely overcome many of the

previously mentioned obstacles associated with DNA/RNA vaccines. How-

ever, advances in liposome formulation are mitigating these limitations while

reducing off-target effects. These new technologies are revolutionizing the

DNA/RNA vaccine field and could become a viable option soon [75].

Liposome-basedDNA/RNAvaccines are proven especially successful in

the case of oral vaccines. Nucleic acid-based oral vaccines represent an ideal

combination of antigen and delivery route. On top of the potential benefits

of DNA/RNA vaccines, the oral administration might eliminate many of

the prejudices associated with vaccines and could facilitate massive vaccina-

tion campaigns, even in third world countries. Consequently, nucleic acid

antigens with liposomes as vehicles for oral administration are currently

gathering a lot of attention not only for humans [76,77] but also for animal

vaccines [78]. Once again, the enormous versatility in the physical param-

eters of the lipids constituting the liposomes can be utilized for constructing

tailor-made vehicles for a wide range of applications [79].

Liposomes not only act as vaccine delivery systems but can also function as

vaccine adjuvants. Liposomes, even those constituted mainly by phospho-

lipids, have some adjuvant activity. There are two main reasons for this

adjuvancy: 1. Liposomes enhance antigen uptake by some antigen-presenting

cells, including CDs [80]. 2. Liposomes, like oil-in-water emulsions, have

some depot effect [81]. The depot effect is the oldest adjuvant mechanism

described, antigen entrapment at the site of injection slows down the release

of the antigen which facilitates a continuous stimulation of the antigen-

presenting cells that correlated with high antibody titers.

More advanced liposomes base their adjuvant properties on multiple

mechanisms, besides the depot effect. Modification of the physicochemical

characteristics of the liposomes can modify the type of immune response by
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modulating their exposure and recruitment by immune cells [82,83]. E.g., Li

and colleagues showed that small liposomes (�230nm) induce a stronger

response to the OVA peptide than larger vesicles (�708nm) [84]. Later

on, using leishmaniasis rgp63 as an antigen, it was shown that small lipo-

somes stimulated a Th2 response, while large ones induce a Th1 response

accompanied with higher interferon gamma levels [66]. Furthermore, the

head group charge has been thoroughly investigated and it was shown that

liposomes with different net charges had different adjuvant activities [85].

Nonetheless, the outcome of the response will be also influenced by the

antigen and thus it is difficult to predict. Not only are the properties of

the liposome important, but the location/interaction between the antigen

and the liposome can also modulate the immune response. Barnier-Quer

et al. showed that influenza hemagglutinin adsorbed on the surface of the

liposome was more immunogenic than when encapsulated [86].

The inclusion of additional adjuvant agents can further enhance and or

modulate the vaccine immunoproperties. Some liposome formulations

incorporate lipids or lipid-like adjuvants (such as TLR4 agonists discussed

previously [87]) [88,89]. Beyond those, some of the most commonly used

adjuvants in liposome-based vaccines are:

CpG. Short single-stranded DNA molecules containing a cytosine tri-

phosphate deoxynucleotide and a guanine triphosphate deoxynucleotide.

TheseDNAmotifs are often found in bacterial DNA and are recognized as

PAMP by TLR9. CpG is thought to activate DC maturation, increase

antigen expression, and induce a Th1 immune response [90].

Poly I:C. Polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid is a synthetic mimetic of a

double-stranded RNA capable of stimulating the immune system

through the TLR and RLR families. Poly I:C strongly drives cell-

mediated immunity and a potent type I interferon response [91].

CAF01. It consists of the synthetic glycolipid TDB incorporated into cat-

ionic DDA (dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromide) liposomes [92].

CAF01 leads to high levels of IFN-γ secretion and low levels of

interleukin-5 (IL-5) secretion by CD4+ T-cells inducing a strong Th1

and Th17 immune response.

MDP. Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) is a synthetic immunoreactive peptide

consistingofN-acetylmuramicacidattachedtoanL-alanineD-isoglutamine

dipeptide. MDP, a constituent of both Gram-positive and Gram-negative

bacteria, is recognized by the NOD-2 PRR as PAMP and activates the

production of inflammatory cytokines. Fatty acyl analogs of MDP have

also been investigated as adjuvants in liposomal preparations [93].
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The breadth of the molecules incorporated into liposomes to enhance the

vaccine efficacy is increasing rapidly and includes de-O-acylated lipooligo-

saccharide (a novel TLR4 agonist capable of enhancing both humoral and

cellular immune responses [94]), CAF09 (a variation of the CAF01 formu-

lation previously described [95]), and immune receptors such as the Fc

receptor peptide (the receptor for the IgG Fc fragment) which enhances

the uptake of the antigen by DCs [96].

4.4 VLPs-Based Vaccines
VLPs are noninfectious viral particles that resemble wild-type virions struc-

turally but lack the viral genome—rendering them unable to replicate [97].

VLPs are typically generated by the viral-encoded capsid and/or envelope

proteins that drive the budding of the virions. In the case of enveloped

viruses the VLPs represent a lipid membrane derived from the host cell

and thus similar in lipid composition. This membrane (now considered viral

membrane) may also incorporate the virally encoded surface proteins. Given

their intrinsic nature to self-assemble into particles and the relative ease of

production, VLPs have greatly contributed over the last three decades to

numerous fields of study such as vaccinology, virus–host interactions/virus
replication cycle, structural biology, gene therapy, and bionanotechnology

even in the case of highly pathogenic viruses (see below). Particularly, in

vaccinology VLPs represent one of the most utilized tools due to their favor-

able immunological characteristics. Notably, candidate VLP-based vaccines

against highly pathogenic viruses have been extensively pursued due for

their ability to present the chief targets of the immune system in a non-

infectious platform. Moreover, the ease by which VLP can be manufactured

in large batches in several types of host expression systems (e.g., insects and

bacteria) makes VLP-based vaccines a good alternative for a safe and fast

method of developing prophylactics in urgent situations. Currently, several

VLP-based vaccines are commercially available, including Cervarix or the

third-generation hepatitis B virus Sci-B-Vac vaccine and many more are

currently under investigation. The following text will mainly focus on VLPs

derived from the family of viruses that infect mammals. However, it should

be noted that VLPs derived frommammalian viruses can still be produced in

heterologous host systems.

The first examples of recombinant VLPs were generated from the

in vitro expression of the coat protein from the hepatitis B virus (HBV) core

antigen (HBcAg) [98], the HBV surface antigen (HBsAg) [99], or the
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tobacco mosaic virus [100]. Further analysis of HBcAg VLPs via electron

microscopy subsequently showed that VLPs were identical to core shells

harvested fromHBV-infected liver cells demonstrating for the first time that

recombinant VLPs resemble native viral particles isolated from infected cells

[101]. The advent of a new generation of vaccines for HBV [102] and the

human papilloma virus [103] based on VLPs has increased interest in gen-

erating novel strategies for VLP-based vaccines and nanoparticle delivery

system. Thus, it is not surprising that most medical-based applications of

VLPs are in the development of vaccines against infectious diseases.

4.4.1 Icosahedral and Spherical VLPs
A large number of VLPs are formed fromhighly ordered symmetric complexes

derived from the structural capsid proteins of nonenveloped viruses. A list of

icosahedral VLPs from different viruses is briefly described in Table 1. The

22nm VLP generated from the HBV surface antigen is one of the best-

characterized particles and has been the basis of a successful HBV vaccine since

1986 [104]. It structurally recapitulates the native subviral particles released in

the bloodstream of HBV-infected individuals at up to 100,000-fold higher

than infectious complete virions at 1014 particles/mL [104]. It has been spec-

ulated that the major role of subviral particles is to sequester-induced neutral-

izing antibodies against complete virions and acts as an immune evasion

technique during viral infection. While the exact mechanism by which the

HBsAg lipoprotein self-assembles is yet to be fully elucidated, there is evidence

fromVLP studies that intra- and intermolecular disulfidebonds are required for

proper recapitulation of the antigenic and immunogenic properties of subviral

particles [105]. It is interesting to note that the same subviral particle has been

used to develop the first generation of HBV vaccine with great success.

Spherical-shaped VLPs are also generated from several families of viruses

(Table 6). VLPs generated from the Gag protein of retroviruses have also been

pursued by many research groups. Expression of Gag is sufficient to form ret-

rovirus VLPs, although there are multiple strategies in combining other viral

proteins to generate VLPs—with the stipulation that viral replication and/or

integration cannot be initiated. This may involve genetically removing viral

enzymes such as the reverse transcriptase and integrase. Conversely, a retroviral

VLP can be composed of multiple immunological targets that can stimulate

both the humoral antibody and cellular responses without the deleterious

effects of a live-attenuated vaccine. Indeed, VLPs expressing a native form

of HIV-1 envelope protein can elicit strong humoral and cellular responses,

which can lead to antibody-dependent cell-mediated immunity [113].
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4.4.2 Filamentous VLPs
A third group of viruses can be used to generate a helical or filamentous type

of VLP which is summarized in Table 7. It is notable that influenza viruses of

theOrthomyxoviridae family of viruses can produce both spherical and helical

VLP depending on the experimental condition. However, it must also be

emphasized that most clinical isolates of influenza viruses produce pleomor-

phic viral particles, which includes long filamentous virions [116]. Nonethe-

less, production of influenza virus-like particles requires the hemagglutinin,

neuraminidase, and matrix protein one for efficient egress. Transient expres-

sion of the two surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin and neuraminidase, is

sufficient in the budding and production of VLPs [117]. However, the

inclusion of the matrix protein with both the hemagglutinin and neuramin-

idase generated filamentous VLPs more similar in nature of clinically isolated

viral particles [115]. Numerous approaches have generated a plethora of

influenza virus-like particles against a wide range of influenza viral

subtypes—specifically zoonotic viruses that have caused yearly or sporadic

outbreaks. However, lots of work remain to be done to address breadth, effi-

cacy, and longevity of the response elicited [118]. Of note, the prototypical

virusus that produce filamentous mature VLPs are members of Filoviridae.

Table 6 Spherical VLPs
Virus Family Genome Example VLPs References

Arenaviridae Negative-sense RNA Lassa virus [106]

Bunyaviridae Negative-sense RNA Hantaan virus [107]

Coronaviridae Positive-sense RNA Severe acute respiratory

syndrome corona virus

[108]

Flaviviridae Positive-sense RNA West Nile virus [109]

Retroviridae Positive-sense RNA Human

immunodeficiency virus 2

[110]

Orthomyxoviridae Negative-sense RNA Influenza A virus [111]

Paramyxoviridae Negative-sense RNA Nipah virus [112]

Table 7 Filamentous VLPs
Virus Family Genome Example VLPs References

Filoviridae Negative-sense RNA Ebola virus [114]

Orthomyxoviridae Negative-sense RNA Influenza A virus [115]
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In the following section, the role of VLP in filovirus research, specifically,

Ebola virus (EBOV), will be discussed.

VLP vaccines can also benefit from the incorporation of an adjuvant.

Like liposomal-based vaccines, VLP immunogenicity has been boosted

using a wide range of adjuvants including PRR [119], Lipid A analogs

[120], AS01 [121], AS04 [122], poly I:C [123], CpG [111], and Iscomatrix

a complex adjuvant composed by saponin, the glycoside extracted from

Quillaja saponaria (QS21), cholesterol, and phospholipids [124]. For a com-

plete review on the adjuvant formulations for VLP-based vaccines, visit

Ref. [125].

4.5 Utilizing VLPs in the Context of a Highly Pathogenic
Virus Research

EBOV is the prototypical viral species of the Filoviridae family of pathogens

that has caused deadly and sporadic outbreaks of hemorrhagic fever [126].

The disease known as Ebola virus disease is generally characterized by mal-

aise, headache, fever, hypotension, myalgia, edema, vascular permeability,

blood coagulation dysregulation, and hemorrhages [127–129]. While the

administration of antibody-based therapy has shown some promise in the

most recent outbreak of EBOV in West Africa [130], there is currently

no FDA-approved vaccine for EBOV. Toward better understanding the

clinical hallmarks of EBOV infection, much work is still needed to elucidate

the molecular determinants of EBOV pathogenesis and define the optimal

immune responses for protection. One major obstacle to EBOV research is

the requirement for performing experiments under the highest biosafety

level conditions, BSL-4, which can significantly curtail and slow down sci-

entific progress. The experimental use of EBOVVLPs, however, has greatly

contributed to elucidating viral replication and identifying molecular deter-

minants of pathogenesis.

EBOV is a negative-sense nonsegmented RNA virus that encodes for

seven structural proteins and one nonstructural protein. The viral RNA

genome is encapsidated by the nucleoprotein (NP), which is further associ-

ated with the viral L polymerase alongside its noncatalytic cofactor VP35 and

transcription activator VP30—forming a complex called the ribonucleopro-

tein (RNP). Amature and infectious EBOV particle is composed of the viral

RNP surrounded by a host-derived plasma membrane or envelope studded

with virally encoded glycoprotein (GP). The twomatrix proteins, VP40 and

VP24, bridge the gap between the RNP and associate with the internal

region of the viral envelope. The findings that transient expression of EBOV
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VP40 was solely sufficient for virus budding through a conserved proline-

rich motif (PY) at the N-terminus and a C-terminus region that generated

filovirus-like particles were a significant contribution to the field [131–133].
A subsequent study demonstrated that coexpression of GP with VP40 pro-

duced filamentous virion-like particles that expressed GP on the surface

[134]. These early observations of generating noninfectious EBOV VLPs

have greatly contributed in describing steps in the viral replication cycle that

bypass work performed in BSL-4 conditions.

4.5.1 Entry
In one example, work performed by Martinez and colleagues revealed

important host- and tissue-specific restrictions to EBOV infection and dis-

ease utilizing a VLP entry assay [135]. While wild-type EBOV infection of

nonhuman primates is highly lethal, experimental infection of mice and

guinea pigs is not lethal and animals do not succumb to disease [136,137].

Toward elucidating the determinants of EBOV host- and tissue-specific tro-

pism, the researchers focused on the GP, which mediates viral attachment

and entry into permissive cells [138]. To study the role of GP in tropism,

293T cells were transiently transfected with a plasmid encoding EBOV

VP40 fused to a β-lactamase and another plasmid encoding EBOV GP—

resulting in EBOV VLPs expressing the β-lactamase reporter gene. Success-

ful entry of VLPwas detected by measuring enzyme activity after addition of

a substrate. It was previously shown that a mutation at site 88 on the GP from

a phenylalanine to an alanine (F88A) decreases the affinity of GP to the

human Niemann-Pick C1 (NPC1) protein, an essential filovirus receptor

and that higher expression of NPC1 can rescue VLPs with the F88A muta-

tion [139]. A closer look at the differential expression of NPC1 in murine

cells reveals a pattern: cells with higher NPC1 expression are more permis-

sive in internalizing VLPs expressing a mutant version of the F88A than cells

that do not. This finding provided evidence that a region within the GP can

influence affinity to a host cell receptor and affect the host cell range

of EBOV.

4.5.2 Budding
The ability to produce EBOVVLPs has also provided a method by which to

investigate virus–host interactions that govern the budding phase of

filoviruses. A similar method as described earlier can be utilized to generate

VLPs expressing a reporter gene. While it is generally understood that the

self-assembly and oligomerization of viral proteins, such as EBOV VP40,
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are the major driving force of the budding of mature virions during later

stages of viral replication, there are virus–host interactions that play crucial

roles in facilitating efficient viral egress. In a recent study [140], investigators

showed that the interaction of host suppressor of cytokine signaling 3

(SOCS3) with VP40 enhances ubiquitinylation and egress of VP40. Indeed,

overexpression of SOCS3 correlated with the increased budding of EBOV

VP40 VLPs [140]. In a previous study, overexpression of a host E3 ubiquitin

ligase, Nedd4, through its interaction with the PPxY domain of VP40

enhanced EBOV VP40 VLP budding [141].
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